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Abstract: “Hi-Fi Stake” piezoelectric actuators are constructed by bonding [011]-poled d32-mode 11 
lead-based relaxor-PT single crystals with polycarbonate edge guides into a square-pipe structure. 12 
They contract under positive-polarity applied voltage due to d32 values being negative for [011]-13 
poled relaxor-PT single crystals. Under quasi-static loading conditions, Hi-Fi Stake single crystal 14 
actuators exhibit highly linear displacement response with negligible hysteresis. Over the years, we 15 
have successfully developed the following three versions of Hi-Fi Stake (HFS) actuators: cost-16 
effective (CE), large-stroke (LS) and high-load (HL), all of maximum use temperature up to 60 °C. 17 
Of which, the LS version, of 2-level construction, displays strokes of up to 50 μm @ 240 V and the 18 
HL version, of 2-layer construction, has maximum loads allowed of 14 kg-f at room temperature 19 
and 7 kg-f at 60 °C. Also described in this work are the developments of Cryogenic Hi-Fi Stakes (CG-20 
HFS) and High-Temperature Hi-Fi Stake (HT-HFS) actuators. The selection of suitable crystal 21 
compositions, recommended working conditions and measured performance of fabricated 22 
prototypes of these two new versions of Hi-Fi Stakes are presented and discussed. 23 

Keywords: linear and hysteresis-free strain; stroke, working load, cryogenic; high temperature 24 
 25 

1. Introduction 26 

Lead-based relaxor-lead titanate (PT) solid solution single crystals, notably lead zinc niobate-27 
lead titanate (Pb[Zn1/3 Nb2/3]O3-PbTiO3 or PZN-PT), lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate (Pb[Mg1/3 28 
Nb2/3]O3-PbTiO3 or PMN-PT) and lead indium niobate-lead magnesium nibote-lead titanate (Pb[In1/2 29 
Nb1/2]O3-Pb[Mg1/3 Nb2/3]O3-PbTiO3 or PIN-PMN-PT), have attracted much attention in the last two 30 
decades [1-3]. These single crystals display extraordinarily high piezoelectric coefficients, being 4 to 31 
8 that of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramics. They are thus potential candidate materials for high 32 
performance piezoelectric devices. 33 

In addition to their high piezoelectric coefficients, these single crystals display linear strain 34 
response with minimum hysteresis especially those of rhombohedral structure having compositions 35 
sufficiently away from the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) [4,5].  Their properties are highly 36 
orientation dependent such that while [001]-poled relaxor-PT single crystals exhibit large 37 
longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient (d33), [011]-poled relaxor-PT single crystals show exceptional 38 
transverse piezoelectric activity when the active direction is also the [100] crystal direction, i.e., they 39 
display extremely large d32 value which is negative, meaning that a [011]-poled crystal will contract 40 
in the [100] crystal direction when a positive polarity voltage is applied to the crystal electrode faces. 41 
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There also had been attempts to make multilayer stack actuators out of these single crystals, 42 
notably PMN-PT [6,7]. The crystals were first thinned down sufficiently and multiple units of them, 43 
up to hundreds in number in certain cases, were then bonded with epoxy into a stack arrangement. 44 
However, despite remaining linear, the resultant stack actuators display observable strain hysteresis. 45 
One plausible reason for this could be the many layers of single crystal-electrode-epoxy materials 46 
within the stacked structure. Since respective layers of material may respond to the electric or 47 
mechanical excitation differently, this would lead to undesired local stresses within the structure and 48 
hence the strain hysteresis. Besides, fabrication of single crystal stack actuators is a very costly 49 
operation because not only the crystal itself is expensive but also the process involved is laborious 50 
and time-consuming. 51 

In recent years, we have been experimenting with [011]-poled d32-mode piezo single crystals and 52 
fabricate multi-stake actuators out of them. These multi-stake single crystal actuators display highly 53 
linear strain behaviour with negligible hysteresis when operated within the rhombohedral phase 54 
state [8,9]. In what follows, we shall briefly summrise these findings and present the result of relevant 55 
new developments, including cryogenic (CG) and high-temperature (HT) HFS actuators. 56 

2. “Hi-Fi Stake” Single Crystal Actuator 57 

“Hi-Fi Stake” (HFS) piezoelectric single crystal actuators are fabricated by bonding 4 identical 58 
rectangular-shaped d32-mode lead-based relaxor-PT single crystals with polycarbonate edge guides 59 
into a square-pipe construction and further capped with top and bottom end caps at both ends (see 60 
Figure 1a) [8,9]. They offer the following key advantages: (a) improved bending stiffness and strength 61 
with minimum crystal volume, (b) unlike transverse-mode single crystal tube structure, all crystals 62 
exhibit same axial strain response, (c) minimum number of epoxy joints hence structural-63 
heterogeneity.  Both (b) and (c) minimize structural heterogeneities and undesired local stresses and 64 
strains within the device during crystal excitation which, together with the linear response of 65 
individual single crystals, entail the linear strain response with negligible hysteresis of the resultant 66 
device. 67 

Current Hi-Fi stake actuators are made of PZN-PT and/or PIN-PMN-PT d32-mode piezo single 68 
crystals. These crystals have reasonably high transformation temperature of 105-125C and 69 
piezoelectric coefficients (see also Fig. 3). This enables the resultant actuators to display reasonably 70 
large stroke at low voltages, at up to 60C with payload. Furthermore, the strain and displacement 71 
responses are highly linear with negligible hysteresis.  72 

At present, 3 main types of Hi-Fi Stake (HFS) are available (see Figure 1): (a) cost-effective (CE), 73 
(b) large-stroke (LS) and (c) high-load (HL).  Cost-effective Hi-Fi Stake (CE-HFS) actuator has the 74 
basic square-pipe construction (Fig. 1a). Large-Stroke Hi-Fi Stake (LS-HFS) has a 2-level square-pipe 75 
structure (Fig. 1b) for increased device active length, while High-Load Hi-Fi Stake (HL-HFS) has a 76 
inner and outer 2- layer square-pipe construction (Fig. 1c) for increased crystal load bearing area.  77 
 78 
 79 
 80 

 81 

 82 

 83 

 84 

 85 

Figure 1.  Constructions of (a) CE-, (b) LS- and (c) HL-HFS single crystal actuators.   86 

(a) (b) (c) 

Cross-section 
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Table 1 shows the performance of selected HFS actuators of respective constructions. Figure 87 
2(a) to (c) show the displacement responses of selected HFS actuators. Detailed descriptions of the 88 
experimental techniques used for the measurement of displacement, stroke and maximum load 89 
allowed can be found in [8,9]. 90 

Table 1.  Performance of selected Hi-Fi Stake single crystal actuators [10] 91 

Sample No.* 
Dimensions 

W1W2L (mm3) 

Stroke @ 240V 

(m) 

Stiffness 

(kg-f/m) 

Max. Load Allowed (kg-f) 

25C 40C 60C 

HSF-CE-3.68L 3.63.68L −5 0.35 1.8 1.5 0.9 

HSF-CE-3.615L 3.63.615L −12 0.14 1.8 1.5 0.9 

HSF-CE-515L 5515L −12 0.22 3.0 2.5 1.5 

HSF-CE-528L 5528L −25 0.10 3.0 2.5 1.5 

HSF-LS-545L 5545L −41 0.06 3.0 2.5 1.5 

HSF-LS-554L 5554L −50 0.05 3.0 2.5 1.5 

HSF-LS-7.554L 7.57.554L −50 0.08 4.8 4.0 2.4 

HSF-HL-7.515L 7.57.518L −12 0.66 8.5 7.5 4.5 

HSF-HL-1028L 101028L −25 0.42 14.0 11.0 7.0 

*CE= cost-effective; LS= large-stroke; HL= high-load. Active length Lac= L−3 mm for CE- & HL-HFS; Lac= L−4 mm for LS-HFS. 92 
 93 
 94 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 95 

Figure 2.  Displacement responses of selected Hi-Fi Stake single crystal actuators at (a) room 96 
temperature, (b) 40C and (c) 60C. (d) gives the result of vibrometry measurement showing sub-97 
nanometer resolution of a single crystal stake actuator.  98 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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These figures show that Hi-Fi Stake single crystal actuators are highly linear with negligible 99 
hysteresis when used within the specified conditions. Shown in Figure 2(d) is a displacement curve 100 
obtained by laser vibrometry technique using a HFS actuator sample of 5528L mm in dimensions.  101 
It shows that the actuator displays 1.5 nm displacement amplitude at 10 mVp, corresponding to 0.15 102 
nm resolution at 1 mVp.  103 

In what follows, we shall describe two new developments of Hi-Fi Stake single crystal actuators: 104 
Cryogenic Hi-Fi Stake (CG-HFS) and High-Temperature Hi-Fi Stake (HT-HFS). 105 

3. Cryogenic Hi-Fi Stake (CG-HFS) Actuator 106 

Piezoelectric actuators and motors have been deployed in many space applications due to their 107 

fast and precision response and free of electromagnetic interference.  For such application, the 108 

actuators must be compact and light, with adequate stroke and payload, and consume minimum 109 

power [11,12].  While piezoelectric actuators made of piezoceramics are widely used, they lose up 110 

to 75% of their piezoelectric performance at cryogenic temperatures, severely limiting the strain 111 

available [12].  In contrast, recently available lead-based relaxor-PT single crystals not only have 112 

several times higher piezoelectric coefficients than present-day piezoceramics but also retain a larger 113 

portion of piezoelectric strain at cryogenic temperatures [13,14].  They thus make possible actuators 114 

with significantly higher piezoelectric performance both at room and cryogenic temperatures. 115 

In this work, the cryogenic d32 values of different relaxor-PT single crystals were studied by 116 

the resonance technique using a home-made cryogenic test cell which also allows for concurrent 117 

application of electric voltage and axial compressive load to the single crystal and/or actuator 118 

samples. Using liquid nitrogen as the cooling medium, the minimum test temperature that the set-119 

up can attain is around −170C. This temperature is lower than what a space craft will experience 120 

when it is completely blocked out of the sunlight by the earth [15].  121 

The following three crystal systems were investigated: PZN-PT and derivatives (including 122 

doped and ternary), PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PT crystals.  The results are summarised in Figure 3.  123 

Figure 3 shows that at room temperature, PZN-PT (and its derivatives) and PIN-PMN-PT 124 

single crystals exhibit comparable d32 and TRO values of 1400-2200 pC/N and 110-125C. More 125 

specifically, within said d32 range, the TRO of PIN-PMN-PT crystals are about 3-5C higher than that 126 

of PZN-PT for a given d32 value.  And, while PZN-PT crystals of higher PT contents (i.e., those of 127 

6%PT) display extremely high d32 values of 2400 pC/N, PIN-PMN-PT crystals of compositions 128 

away from the MPB show higher TRO of 125-135C despite having smaller d32 values of 1100-1500 129 

pC/N. PMN-PT single crystals also exhibit comparable d32 values at room temperature. They, 130 

however, have significantly lower TRO compared with PZN-PT and PIN-PMN-PT. 131 

Typical d32 versus temperature curves of representative crystal compositions are provided in 132 

Figure 4.  This figure shows that over the temperature range from room temperature to −25C, the 133 

d32 values decrease steadily for all the three crystal systems. At −50C, PZN-PT and PIN-PMN-PT 134 

crystals retain about 75-80% of their room temperature d32 value, while PMN-PT crystal retain about 135 

80-85%.  136 

The rates of decrease in d32 value subsize significantly for all the 3 crystal systems over the 137 

temperature range from −25C to −100C.  While the rates of decrease are comparable for both PZN-138 

PT and PIN-PMN-PT crystals with the former showing slightly higher rate, it is a lot more gradual 139 

for PMN-PT crystals.  As a result, PZN-PT crystals retain about 60%, PIN-PMN-PT about 70% and 140 

PMN-PT crystals about 80% of their room temperature d32 values at −100C.  141 

Over the temperature range from −110C to −170C, the rates of decrease in d32 increase again 142 

for all the 3 crystal systems.  The rates of decrease are again comparable for PZN-PT and PIN-PMN-143 

PT. In contrast, PMN-PT crystals display a higher decreasing rate over this temperature range.  At 144 

−150C the d32 values of PZN-PT, PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PT crystals are about 30-40%, 40-50% and 145 

50-60% of their respective room temperature values. 146 
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Figure 3 shows that the d32-values at −100C of the 3 crystal systems are: 1200-1400 pC/N for 147 

both PZN-PT and PIN-PMN-PT and 1400-1600 pC/N for PMN-PT. At −150C, the d32 values are: 550-148 

750 pC/N for PZN-PT and derivatives, 750-900 pC/N for PIN-PMN-PT and 1150-1300 pC/N for PMN-149 

PT single crystals. All the above values are significantly higher than d33  350-600 pC/N for PZT 150 

piezoceramics at room temperature which drops to 25-30% of said value at cryogenic conditions. 151 

The present results suggest that similar crystal composition and device construction to that of 152 

cost-effective stake (CE-HFS) actuators are also suitable for cryogenic applications when low out-153 

gasing cryogenic epoxy is used in their fabrication.  The cryogenic performance of a PIN-PMN-PT  154 
 155 

 156 

 157 

 158 
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 163 

 164 

 165 

 166 

 167 

 168 

 169 

 170 

Figure 3.  d32-values of PZN-PT, PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PT single crystal systems at room and two 171 
cryogenic temperatures. 172 
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 182 

 183 

 184 

 185 
 186 
Figure 4.  Representative d32 responses of [011]-poled PZN-PT, PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PT single 187 
crystals as functions of temperature , all with room temperature d32 values of 1700-1900 pC/N. 188 
  189 
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CG-HFS prototype, 5515L mm3 in dimensions, is provided in Figure 5. This sample registers a 190 

stroke of −12.8 m under 240V at room temperature, which decreases to −10.9 m at 0C, −8.4 m at 191 

−50C, −6.9 m at −100C, and further to −3.9 m at −150C. While the measured strokes reflect closely 192 

the variation of d32 with temperature shown in Figure 4, its value at −150C is only 30-35% that at 193 

room temperature. This is possible considering the much increased elastic modulus of the polymer 194 

edge guides and the associated mechanical constraint they impose onto the crystals at cryogenic 195 

temperatures. 196 

The transformation loads of the above-said actuator sample at different test temperatures 197 

under 240V were determined by adding weights to the actuator sample until a change in slope in the 198 

displacement curve was noted, corresponding to a change in crystal elastic stiffness and hence phase 199 

present. The obtained values are provided in Figure 5. Above said loads, local rhombohedral-to-200 

orthorhombic phase transformation may occur in the crystals leading to deviation from linearity of 201 

the displacement response and observable strain hysteresis. The result shows that the transformation 202 

load increases substantially at cryogenic temperatures. For instance, at −50C it is 1.5 the value at 203 

room temperature and about 2 as the temperature is lowered to −100C and below.  204 

Based on the measurement data, the performance of 5515L CG-HFS can be deduced. The 205 

results are provided in Table 2, in which the maximum loads allowed are taken as 0.9 that of the 206 

transformation loads. Larger strokes are expected when longer lengths of single crystal active 207 

material are used.  Alternatively, since both the transformation voltage and axial compressive load 208 

increase substantially at cryogenic temperatures, under low payload condition, one may decrease the 209 

crystal thickness and/or increase the applied voltage to attain higher axial displacement when such 210 

 211 

 212 

 213 

 214 

 215 

 216 

 217 

 218 

 219 

 220 
 221 
 222 
 223 
Figure 5.  Stroke (@ 240V) and transformation loads (under 240V) as functions of test temperature 224 
displayed by a 5515L CG-HFS stake actuator sample fabricated.  225 
 226 

Table 2.  Performance of an experimental CG-HFS sample of 5515L in dimensions 227 

Temperature (C)    Stroke @ 240V (m)*    Max. Load Allowed under 240V (kg-f)** 

28 −12.8 2.5 

0 −10.9 4.2 

−50 −8.4 5.5 

−100 −6.9 6.1 

−150 −3.9 6.7 

*Active length of crystals = 12 mm; **Taken as 0.9 transformation loads shown in Fig. 5.  228 
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is advantageous. However, this should be done with care such that there is no occurrence of local 229 

phase transformation in the single crystal active material. 230 

Similar to CE-HFS, CG-HFS stake actuators made of PZN-PT/PIN-PMN-PT crystals can be used 231 

up to 60C with payload. At and below said use temperature and under above-described cryogenic 232 

conditions, MMT CG-HFS stake actuator displays linear strain responses with minimum hysteresis. 233 

The above-described CG-HFS prototype, of 5515L mm in dimensions, has a capacitance of 234 

about 18 nF. This is much smaller than that exhibited by stack actuators of comparable dimensions 235 

made of either d33-mode PMN-PT single crystal or PZT piezoceramics, being low to high hundreds 236 

of nF or even larger [11,15].  Since the a.c. power consumption is proportional to the product of 237 

device capacitance and square of a.c. applied voltage, taking typical applied peak voltage at 150V for 238 

stack actuators, a.c. power consumption of PZN-PT/PIN-PMN-PT single crystal stake actuators is 239 

thus only about 1/4 to 1/20 that of PZT (and PMN-PT single crystal) stack actuators despite a higher 240 

drive voltage of 240 V.  MMT CG-HFS single crystal stake actuators thus not only offer reasonable 241 

stroke and payload at cryogenic temperatures but also linear, non-hysteretic strain behaviour and 242 

reduced power consumption characteristics. The economic use of single crystal volume also offers 243 

attractive cost advantage compared to PMN-PT single crystal stacks.  244 

Figure 3 further shows that d32-mode PMN-PT single crystals also make excellent cryogenic 245 

stake actuators, giving 1.5 larger stroke than that made of PZN-PT/PIN-PMN-PT crystals.  Despite 246 

so, it should be noted that PMN-PT single crystals have low TRO of 65-90C.  This results in their low 247 

maximum use temperature of 30-40C for stake actuators made from them.  Above said use 248 

temperature, PMN-PT single crystal stake actuators may display nonlinear and hysteretic strains due 249 

to local phase transformation occurring in the crystal, especially at sufficiently high applied voltage 250 

(of >150V) and under payload condition. Hence, the environment should be controlled to not more 251 

than 40C or so should PMN-PT crystals be used to make cryogenic stake actuators. 252 

4. High-Temperature Hi-Fi Stake (HT-HFS) Actuator 253 

In the development of CE-, LS- and HL-HFS actuators, care had been exercised in the selection 254 

of crystal composition and dimensions such that the resultant stakes can achieve a reasonably high 255 

use temperature of around 60C under payload (see Table 1 and Fig. 2). Despite so, when tested at 256 

70C or higher, these actuators start to display non-linear, hysteretic strains even with no payload.  257 

This holds for PMN-PT, PZN-PT and PIN-PMN-PT crystal systems of commercially available 258 

compositions.  In other words, to extend the maximum use temperature to 80C, new crystal systems 259 

of superior transformation properties, notably transformation temperature, are needed.  260 

Shown in Table 3 are the TRO, electrical and piezoelectric properties of two PIN-PZN-PT crystal 261 

compositions: one of MPB and the other of rhombohedral state. The higher TRO of this crystal system 262 

is striking, being 150C for PIN-PZN-PT(MPB) and 165C for PIN-PZN-PT(R).  Both compositions 263 

also have relatively high d32 values, suggesting that they are candidate materials for high-temperature 264 

Hi-Fi-Stake (HT-HFS) actuators.  265 

Figure 6 shows the displacement responses at various test temperatures of an experimental 266 

5515L actuator sample made of d32-mode crystals of PIN-PZN-PT (MPB). The displacement curves 267 

remain linear even at 80C but hysteresis strains become apparent at the two higher temperatures, 268 

being about 3.8% and 4.7% in relative strain at 40C and 80C, respectively. The transformation loads 269 

at different test temperatures under 240 V were determined similarly as described above, from which 270 

the maximum loads allowed at respective temperatures were deduced (taken as 0.9 the 271 

transformation loads). The results are provided in Table 4. It is evident that PIN-PZN-PT(MPB) 272 

crystals are suitable for making HT-stake actuators. The observed hysteresis may be attributed to the 273 

higher dielectric loss of 0.005-0.008 for this crystal composition (Table 3).  274 
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 286 

 287 

Figure 6.  Displacement curves of an experimental HT-HFS actuator of 5515L in dimensions at 288 
different temperatures. 289 

 290 

Table 3.  Measured properties of d32-mode PIN-PZN-PT single crystals 291 

Crystal Composition TRO (C) 𝐊𝟑
𝐓 tan d32 (pC/N) k32 

PIN-PZN-PT(MPB) 145-160 2750-3500 0.005-0.008 −(1250-1650) 0.86-0.92 

PIN-PZN-PT(R) 160-175 2000-2750 0.001-0.003 −(900-1250) 0.78-0.90 

 292 

Table 4.  Performance of a HT-HFS actuator sample made of PIN-PZN-PT(MPB) single crystals 293 

Sample Type 
Stroke (m) 

@25C / 240V 

Max. Load Allowed under 240V (kg-f)** 

25C 40C 80C 

HT-HFS 

(of 5x5x15L)* 

 

11.6 

 

4.8 3.0 1.3 

*Active length of crystals = 12 mm;  **Taken as 0.9 transformation loads obtained experimentally. 294 

 295 

Our next plan is to fabricate stake actuators out of PIN-PZN-PT(R) crystals.  This crystal has 296 

a smaller d-value but also lower dielectric loss (Table 3). It is thus of interest to evaluate the 297 

performance characteristics of stake actuators made of it and compare them with that made of PIN-298 

PZN-PT(MPB) described in this work.  We shall report our finding in due course. 299 

5. Conclusions 300 

Various versions of Hi-Fi Stake (HFS) single crystal piezoelectric actuators are described in the 301 

present work.  They include: cost-effective (CE), large-stroke (LS), high-load (HL) HFS actuators. 302 

They were constructed by bonding [011]-poled d32-mode lead-based relaxor-PT single crystals with 303 

polycarbonate edge guides into a square-pipe structure. For CE-, LS- and HL-HFS, careful selection 304 

of crystal composition enables the resultant actuators to display strokes of up to 50 μm @ 240 V and 305 

maximum payload of up to 14 kg-f. All can be used up to 60 °C but with reduced payloads. Within 306 

the specified conditions, they exhibit highly linear strain behaviour with negligible hysteresis. 307 
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Also discussed in detail is the development of cryogenic (CG) and high-temperature (HT) HFS 308 

actuators including crystal selection and performance evaluation. The results show that similar 309 

crystal compositions as for CE-HFS are suitable for CG-HFS except that low out-gasing cryogenic 310 

epoxy should be used in its fabrication. For enhanced stroke at cryogenic temperatures, thinner 311 

crystals may be employed and/or the drive voltage may be increased appropriately under low 312 

payload condition. Alternatively, PMN-PT crystals may be used provided that the environment is 313 

controlled to not more than 40C or so. In contrast, new crystal compositions are needed for HT-HFS 314 

for use up to 80C. PIN-PZN-PT crystals are candidate materials for such applications. 315 
 316 
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